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to meet a situation that was believed to be awkward,, but was
not regarded as dangerous. Disagreement on financial operations
with the President of the Reichsbank, Schacht, who was busy
qualifying to become the financial expert of the new nationalism
by vehement denunciation of the plan he had helped to negotiate,
drove the Socialist finance minister, Hilferding, to resign. His
successor, a Populist, amended the bill3 fell equally foul of Schacht
but, a sterner fighter than his predecessor, drove his assailant to
resign his presidency. Twice again under the pressure of circum-
stances he amended the bill, each time making it less and less
favourable to the working-class in the opinion of that class until
finally the trade unions struck and the Socialist party decided
it must vote against the bill.
It was the later realization that the fall of the Great Coalition
marked the end of parliamentary government in Germany that
caused all the subsequent criticism of the Socialist action, the
ostensible cause of its fall and of the opening of the doors of
government to reaction. The criticism is unfair. The Socialist
action was in itself normal and right, and in the opening ceremony
all the parties played their part. The real criticism is that the
government did not resign the moment it had smashed the
"national" front. With the split in the Nationalist party the whole
position had changed. Extremism had been badly beaten and
discredited, and what was left was a great Socialist party and
a handful of bourgeois parties whom nothing really separated but
party committees. There were two facts that should have been
plain. First, that for the post-Young plan policy the coalition had
no mandate; the second was that, when it came to a question
of apportioning the burden and dealing with an economic crisis,
no Great Coalition could conceivably agree on a programme. The
nation was not yet convinced that crisis was upon it; but it did
appreciate the fact of additional burdens if it did not appreciate
the direness of the necessity that went on adding to them. Now
even in crisis it is not inconsistent with patriotism to have very
definite views on how any burden should be apportioned; even
to have class views. If anything was certain it was that the Socialist
and the bourgeois view of "equality of sacrifice" was impossible

